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Data centers in Defence face challenges to 
accommodate the proliferation of high amounts of 
data, applications, and servers while meeting 
stringent data security requirements. Data floods 
to Communications, Command, Control, 
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, email, as well 
as multimedia services.
High levels of availability and security needs to be 
ensured while managing cost. Operational 
demands can restrict long-term planning which 
may lead to reactionary rather than preventative 
methods to security. A reactive response to an 
organisation’s needs can result in complicated and 
varied architectures with remote siloes of 
functionality. This infrastructure is complex to 
maintain, with security disjointed and problematic 
to guarantee.

- Managing security: Protecting sensitive Defence 
information and data from malicious attacks and 
hostile intelligence agencies that investigate data 
centers for security vulnerabilities.
- Disaster recovery and business continuity: 
Protecting Defence from natural or manmade 
disasters, such as an earthquake or a cyber threat, 
that can happen without warning.
- Increasing total cost of ownership: Meeting 
user expectations for server space to handle 
cumulative data volume and data-rigorous 
applications, and more power consumption from 
faster CPUs, smaller disk drives, and larger memory 
chips.

- Managing connectivity: Covering the diverse 
distribution of business, lowering latency and 
nullifying unpredictability of public networks. 
Adequate bandwidth to carry data volumes and 
security to safeguard personal information and IP.

- Tier IV highly resilient data centre so critical 
functions are never interrupted.
- Green data to adhere to stringent requirements 
on energy efficiency, renewable energy use and 
reducing carbon footprint.
- High security that exceeds international stan-
dards.
- Technical expertise though recruiting and 
retaining the rare skills required to manage infra-
structure for excellence is removed from the 
equation.
- Sovereign capabilities based in regional and 
remote areas of Australia.
- Dark fibre connectivity services to provide a 
secure point-to-point solution to deliver 
high-speed data applications.
- Secure Connectivity: Secure connectivity from 
data centre to customer locations with Australia 
and to international providers.
- Disaster recovery highest levels of security 
from natural or manmade disasters or a cyber 
threat with recovery services in regional and 
remote areas in Australia. 
- International connectivity from Maroochydore 
to Sydney, Los Angeles, Singapore, Hong Kong and 
Tokyo, allowing large quantities of telecom traffic 
to be transmitted to major cities globally.
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